The first aim in this paper is to introduce the definition of fuzzy absolute value on the vector space of all real numbers then basic properties of this space are investigated. The second aim is to prove some properties that finite dimensional fuzzy normed space have. 
Introduction
Zadeh in his research in [1] introduced fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory then this paper found it applications in variety branch of sciences. Many mathematicians at this time tried to translate the classical theory of various branches of mathematics in fuzzy context. Katsaras [2] in his study of fuzzy topological linear space was the first who introduced the notion of fuzzy norm. Another type of fuzzy norm was introduced by Felbin [3] . The idea of fuzzy norm corresponding to the fuzzy metric of type Kramosil and Michalek [4] was introduced by Cheng and Mordenson [5] . We believe that the suitable definition of fuzzy norm was introduced by Bag and Samanta [6] and they study properties of finite dimensional fuzzy normed space. Other approaches for fuzzy normed space can be found in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Absolute value is the tool for real analysis to translate the classical results in this paper we introduce the notion of fuzzy absolute value and proved the famous result that with fuzzy absolute value is complete. After that we study completeness and compactness properties over finite dimensional fuzzy normed linear spaces.
Fuzzy normed space
In this section we recall basic properties of fuzzy normed space Definition 2.1: [1] Suppose that is any set, a fuzzy set ̃i n is equipped with a membership function, ̃ Then ̃i s represented by ̃ ̃ ̃
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Kider and ALi The sequence in is said to be fuzzy bounded if there exists such that for all Theorem 3.7:
If the sequence in fuzzy approaches the limit a then it is fuzzy bounded.
Proof:
Suppose that in fuzzy approaches the limit a then for every there exists such that for all and for all . This implies = 
Let be a sequence in and . If is fuzzy approaches the limit then is fuzzy approaches the limit .
Since
Now choose where such that so Hence is fuzzy approaches to the limit . Theorem 3.10:
Let and be two sequences in if fuzzy approaches the limit a and fuzzy approaches the limit b then fuzzy approaches the limit a b.
Since fuzzy approaches the limit a then for every r (0,1) there exists N such that ( a,t) > (1 r) for all t>0 and for all n N. Also Since approaches the limit b then for every p (0,1) there exists N such that L( b,t) > (1 p) for all t>0 and for all n N. Now
Put ( , √ ) =(1 ) and (a, √ ) = (1 ) for some 0 , 1. Now let (1 q) for some q 
Finite Dimensional Fuzzy Normed Space
In this section we deal with finite dimensional vector spaces with fuzzy norm.
Definition 4.1:
Let and be two fuzzy normed spaces. Define for all and . The following theorem plays the key role in the studying properties of finite dimensional fuzzy normed linear spaces.
Theorem 4.2:
Let be linearly independent set in a fuzzy normed space . Then there is such that for some .
Proof:
Suppose that this is not true, then we can find a sequence in where such that as . Now for each fixed we have a sequence is fuzzy bounded since so has a convergent subsequence. Let Let be a fuzzy normed space and let be a closed fuzzy ball in which is compact then must be finite dimension.
Suppose that is compact and dim is not finite. Choose and let be the subspace of with basis so it is closed by Proposition 2.19. But since dim is not finite. Now by Lemma 4.5 there is such that Let be the subspace of with basis since so there is such that and . Continue in this way by induction we obtain a sequence such that . This implies that dose not contains a subsequence which is converges. This contradicts the compactness of . Hence dim must be finite.
Conclusion
The principle goal of this research is to introduce the definition of fuzzy absolute values in order to tried to translate all the classical real analysis to a fuzzy real analysis in this paper we translate some of these properties. The second goal is study completeness and compactness properties of finite dimensional fuzzy normed space by proving a theorem which is the key role in studying properties of finite dimensional fuzzy normed spaces.
